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I proudly present to you a unique concept, 
consisting of two labels that complement each 
other flawlessly. 
 
Passion for Linen is the specialist in linen 
products. All products are sustainably tailored, 
beautiful basics and real eye-catchers. House 
in Style offers various products such as percale 
cotton, cotton satin, jersey, flannel, as well as 
woolen blankets, bed spreads and decorative 
cushions.
 
We have carefully looked for partners in 
Portugal to assist us in producing our products. 
All these factories manufacture according to 
the well-known quality labels such as Oeko-
tex. Since quality is our top priority, we have 
also decided to purchase all our linen from 
September 2023 with the European flax quality 
label, which guarantees that the flax comes 
from Europe.

In this catalogue, you will find our complete 
collection from Passion for linen and House in 
style. As a true lover of linen, I am very curious 
to hear what you think of the collection. 
 
If you have any questions, do not hesitate to 
contact me. 
 
Sincerely, Barbara Sprengers

‘‘Passion for Linen is the 
specialist in linen products. 

Because of the carefully 
selected raw materials from 
Europe and the production 

on-site, we offer high 
quality, both in colors and 

production’’. 

Barbara Sprengers
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dark 
powder 

celadon 

marble white mud 

Trend collection:

Amsterdam
Duvet cover Amsterdam is made of 
100% washed cotton percale, the 
most luxurious type of cotton there 
is. The border gives this duvet cover a 
casual and frivolous look. Amsterdam 
is available in several beautiful colors.

135 - 200 + (1) 80 - 80 cm* 
140 - 220 + (1) 60 - 70 cm 
240 - 220 + (2) 60 - 70 cm  

135 - 200 cm 
140 - 220 cm 
155 - 220 cm 
200 - 220 cm 
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm 

40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm 
50 - 75 cm 
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm 
80 - 80 cm 

washed cotton

*Available until end of stock  

Amsterdam Bed - 0504 - Bed Amsterdam

Duvet cover Pillowcase Material Set



Duvet cover Arezzo is a wonderfully 
soft duvet cover made of soft cotton 
satin. Both the duvet cover and pillow 
case feature a wide linen band in the 
same color, with a small fuzzy border. 
A beautiful duvet cover with a very 
nice and a slightly boho look!

Trend collection:

Arezzo

off white 

Amsterdam Bed - 05 05- Arezzo Bed 

Pillowcase Material SetDuvet cover 

cotton satin 300 TC40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm 
50 - 75 cm 
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm  
80 - 80 cm 

135 - 200 cm 
140 - 220 cm 
155 - 220 cm 
200 - 220 cm 
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm 

140 - 220 + (1) 60 - 70 
cm 
240 - 220 + (2) 60 - 70 
cm  

Arezzo Bed - 05



white sand

Material PillowcaseDuvet cover 
washed linen 165 gsm-cotton 
satin 300 TC

Belle or Maxime 
pillowcases in white and 
sand match perfect

240 - 220 
(top sheet 300 - 280)

260 - 240 
(top sheet 300 - 280) 

An ultra-soft cotton satin duvet cover 
with an oversized sheet of 100% pure 
linen seamlessly attached to it. 

The sheet reaches all the way to the 
ground and makes your bed look even 
more inviting.

06 - Bed Barbara

Barbara

Home collection:



sand
white

white
white

washed linen 165 
gsm-cotton satin

300 TC

40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm 
50 - 75 cm 
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm 
80 - 80 cm 

135 - 200 cm 
140 - 220 cm 
155 - 220 cm 
200 - 220 cm 
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm 

135 - 200 + (1) 80 - 80 cm* 
140 - 220 + (1) 60 - 70 cm 
240 - 220 + (2) 60 - 70 cm  

The Belle duvet cover has a top layer 
of 100% washed linen, and is available 
in two different colors, with a bottom 
layer of satin cotton in white.

The ultimate combination between 
tough linen and ultra-soft cotton 
satin. 

*Available until end of stock  

Belle Bed - 07

Material SetPillowcaseDuvet cover 

Belle 

Home collection:



white 
stitching 

taupe

taupe 
stitching 

white

08 - Bed Catelijne

Duvet cover Catelijne is one of a 
kind. This bright white duvet cover 
has embroidered stitching in a 
natural color. Catelijne is incredibly 
soft. The top is made of 59% linen 
and 41% bamboo-cotton, with a 
bottom layer of cotton percale.

A beauty with refined details.

Catelijne 

Trend collection:

Pillowcase Material SetDuvet cover 

59% linen & 41% 
bamboo-cotton

40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm 
50 - 75 cm 
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm 
80 - 80 cm 

135 - 200 cm 
140 - 220 cm 
155 - 220 cm 
200 - 220 cm 
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm 

140 - 220 + (1) 60 - 70 
cm 
240 - 220 + (2) 60 - 70 
cm  



chambray 
sand

Claire bed - 09

The duvet cover Claire has a chambray 
linen front and a cotton satin back. 
Chambray is a blended linen with 
two-tone woven yarns. This creates a 
beautiful natural look.

The back of duvet cover Claire is plain, 
matching the front. 

washed linen chambray 
165 gsm-cotton percale

40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm 
50 - 75 cm 
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm 
70 - 90 cm 
80 - 80 cm 

135 - 200 cm 
140 - 220 cm 
155 - 220 cm 
200 - 220 cm 
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm 

140 - 220 + (1) 60 - 70 cm 
240 - 220 + (2) 60 - 70 cm  

Claire

Pillowcase Material SetDuvet cover 

Trend collection:



taupe white marble 

11 - Bed Como10 - Bed Como

After a night under the incredibly 
soft Como cotton satin duvet cover, 
you will wake up feeling amazingly 
refreshed and well-rested. 

The broad stonewashed linen band 
adds a natural touch to the top layer. 

cotton satin 300 TC40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm 
50 - 70 cm
50 - 75 cm 
50 - 80 cm 
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm 

135 - 200 cm 
140 - 220 cm 
155 - 220 cm 
200 - 220 cm 
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm 

135 - 200 + (1) 80 - 80 cm* 
140 - 220 + (1) 60 - 70 cm 
240 - 220 + (2) 60 - 70 cm  

*Available until end of stock  

Duvet cover Pillowcase Set Material 

Home collection:

Como

off blackarmy

Trend collection:



natural off-white

Duvet cover Eloise is a nice, amazingly 
high-end duvet cover made with duo 
qualities linen, a top of 180 gsm with a 
bottom of 165 gsm.

Eloise has a natural look and will be 
the perfect addition to many bedroom 
atmospheres.

Pillowcase Material Duvet cover 

washed linen 180 gsm-washed 
linen 165 gsm

Eloise Bed - 11

40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm 
50 - 75 cm 
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm 
70 - 90 cm 
80 - 80 cm 

135 - 200 cm 
140 - 220 cm 
155 - 220 cm  
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm 

Eloise

Home collection:



white natural

13 - Bed Eve12 - Bed Como

40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm 
50 - 75 cm 
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm
70 - 90 cm  
80 - 80 cm 

140 - 220 + (1) 60 - 70 cm 
240 - 220 + (2) 60 - 70 cm  

washed linen 165 
gsm-cotton satin 
300 TC

135 - 200 cm
140 - 200 cm 
155 - 220 cm 
200 - 220 cm 
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm 

This duvet cover has a 100% pure 
linen top layer and a bottom layer of 
very soft cotton satin. 

Eve comes in two colors and the 
pillowcase and the long sides of 
the duvet cover are decorated with 
fringes.

Pillowcase Set Material Duvet cover 

Eve

Trend collection:



white 
 sand 

white 
 dark grey

Felice Bed - 13

Falling asleep is never difficult under 
the Felice duvet cover. 
The top layer is made of 100% washed 
linen and the bottom layer of satin 
cotton. 

It is finished with a bold border of 
decorative feston stitching. 

Material SetPillowcaseDuvet cover 

135 - 200 cm 
140 - 220 cm 
155 - 220 cm 
200 - 220 cm 
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm 

washed linen 165 
gsm-cotton satin 
300 TC

40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm 
50 - 70 cm
50 - 75 cm 
50 - 80 cm 
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm 
80 - 80 cm 

135 - 200 + (1) 80 - 80 cm* 
140 - 220 + (1) 60 - 70 cm 
240 - 220 + (2) 60 - 70 cm  

*Available until end of stock  

Home collection:

Felice 



Mud

15 - Bed Geneve14 - Bed Haarlem

140 - 220 + (1) 60 - 70 cm 
240 - 220 + (2) 60 - 70 cm  

40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm 
50 - 75 cm 
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm
80 - 80 cm 

135 - 200 cm
140 - 220 cm 
155 - 220 cm 
200 - 220 cm 
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm 

Washed cotton

Give your bedroom a fresh and 
comfortable look with our washed 
cotton duvet cover.Made from 100% 
high-quality cotton, it is extra soft 
due to the washing process and has a 
casual appearance. 

The simple and modern design fits any 
bedroom style, while the embroidered 
edge adds a subtle yet elegant touch 
to your bedding.

Material PillowcaseDuvet cover Set

Haarlem  

Available in:



white 

The Loulou duvet cover has a top layer 
of 100% linen and a bottom layer that 
is made of ultra-soft cotton satin. 

The cotton fringes on the sides give 
the whole duvet cover a stylishly cool, 
bohemian look. 

Pillowcase with fringes on one side.

PillowcaseDuvet cover Material Set

135 - 200 + (1) 80 - 80 cm*
140 - 220 + (1) 60 - 70 cm 
240 - 220 + (2) 60 - 70 cm  

135 - 200 cm
140 - 220 cm 
155 - 220 cm 
200 - 220 cm 
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm 

40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm
50 - 75 cm 
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm
80 - 80 cm 

washed linen 165 
gsm-cotton satin 300 TC

*Available until end of stock  

Loulou Bed - 15

Loulou

Home collection:



blue grey light blue 

17 - Bed Luca16 - Bed Luca

135 - 200 cm 
140 - 220 cm 
155 - 220 cm 
200 - 220 cm 
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm 

cotton percale-cotton 
satin 300 TC

40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm 
50 - 70 cm
50 - 75 cm 
50 - 80 cm 
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm 
80 - 80 cm 

140 - 220 + (1) 60 - 70 cm 
240 - 220 + (2) 60 - 70 cm  

Luca is a universal duvet cover that 
can be used with either side up. The 
top layer is made of soft cotton satin 
and the bottom layer of crispy cotton 
percale.

The colors are the same on both sides, 
but the difference in structure makes 
it perfect for mixing and matching with 
extra pillows. Pillowcase with double 
stitch finishing.

Duvet cover Pillowcase Set Material 

Trend collection:

Luca



ocean green

white

light greylight blue 

sandoffwhite taupe

lilac 

Marble

january 
2025

january 
2025

Maxime bed - 17

135 - 200 cm
140 - 220 cm 
155 - 220 cm 
200 - 220 cm 
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm 

40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm 
50 - 70/80 cm
50 - 75 cm 
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm
70 - 90 cm
80 - 80 cm 

washed linen 165 gsm135 - 200 + (1) 80 - 80 cm* 
140 - 220 + (1) 60 - 70 cm 
240 - 220 + (2) 60 - 70 cm  

Enjoying a comfortable night’s sleep is 
effortlessly simple under a pure linen 
duvet cover. 

The popular Maxime duvet cover 
is made of 100% washed linen and 
is available in our Home and Trend 
collection 

*Available until end of stock  

dark grey 

Pillowcase Set Material Duvet cover 

Maxime

Home collection:

Trend collection:



off white 
beige  

18 - bed Noa

Material Duvet cover Pillowcase Set

135 - 200 cm 
140 - 220 cm 
155 - 220 cm 
200 - 220 cm 
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm 

40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm 
50 - 75 cm 
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm
70 - 90 cm 
80 - 80 cm 

washed linen 165 gsm140 - 220 + (1) 60 - 70 cm 
240 - 220 + (2) 60 - 70 cm  

Duvet cover Noa is made of 100% 
linen. These Noa duvet covers all have 
matching pillowcases in the same 
striped designs. 

Noa is available in two different colors 
and stripe combinations.

beige 
off white 

small 
stripes 

Noa 

Trend collection:



marble 

cloudy 
grey

dark 
brownoak

mud

powder

taupe

white naturel 

clay

Remy bed - 19

A lovely comfy combination: a 100% 
pure linen top layer and a bottom layer 
of crispy cotton percale. 

The matching pillowcases are finished 
with an Oxford trim of 3,5 cm and will 
give your bedroom just that little bit 
extra. 

135 - 200 cm 
140 - 220 cm 
155 - 220 cm 
200 - 220 cm 
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm 

washed linen 192
gsm-cotton percale

40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm 
50 - 70/80 cm
50 - 75 cm
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm 
70 - 90 cm
80 - 80 cm 

135 - 200 + (1) 80 - 80 cm* 
140 - 220 + (1) 60 - 70 cm 
240 - 220 + (2) 60 - 70 cm  

*Available until end of stock  

Duvet cover Pillowcase Set Material 

Remy

Home collection:

Trend collection:



white 
taupe

For lovers of a more classical 
look, Rimini is the duvet cover par 
excellence. It is made of 100% cotton 
satin and feels incredibly soft. 

The cover is finished with a subtle 
embroidered piping. 

20 - bed Rimini

Duvet cover Pillowcase Set Material 

135 - 200 + (1) 80 - 80 cm* 
140 - 220 + (1) 60 - 70 cm 
240 - 220 + (2) 60 - 70 cm  

cotton satin 300 TC40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm 
50 - 75 cm 
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm
80 - 80 cm 

135 - 200 cm
140 - 220 cm 
155 - 220 cm 
200 - 220 cm 
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm *Available until end of stock  

Home collection:

Rimini 



powderbeige off white taupe

Rotterdam  Bed - 21

washed cotton satin 
219 TC

135 - 200 cm
140 - 220 cm 
155 - 220 cm 
200 - 220 cm 
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm 

40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm 
50 - 75 cm 
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm
80 - 80 cm 

135 - 200 + (1) 80 - 80 cm* 
140 - 220 + (1) 60 - 70 cm 
240 - 220 + (2) 60 - 70 cm  

Duvet cover Rotterdam is made of 
super soft 100% washed cotton satin. 

The matching pillowcase is finished 
with a double-stitched border. 
A perfect duvet cover in 4 beautiful 
powder colors.

*Available until end of stock  

Trend collection:

Duvet cover Pillowcase Set Material 

Rotterdam  



celadoncognac dark blue

off white taupesand

army dark grey

washed linen 165 
gsm-cotton satin 
300 TC

40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm 
50 - 70/80 cm
50 - 75 cm
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm
70 - 90 cm
80 - 80 cm 

135 - 200 cm
140 - 220 cm 
155 - 220 cm 
200 - 220 cm 
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm 

135 - 200 + (1) 80 - 80 cm* 
140 - 220 + (1) 60 - 70 cm 
240 - 220 + (2) 60 - 70 cm  

Indulge yourself in a luxurious duvet 
cover that has a washed linen top layer 
and a cotton satin bottom layer. 

Duvet cover Sofie is incredibly soft 
and beautifully finished with a stylishly 
bold, double-stitched border. 

*Available until end of stock  

22 - bed Sofie

Duvet cover Pillowcase Set Material 

Sofie  

Home collection:

Trend collection:



white dark blue 
white beige grey white 

dark blue beige 
white 

Solden Bed - 23

Duvet cover Pillowcase Set Material 

combed cotton flannel135 - 200 cm 
140 - 220 cm 
155 - 220 cm 
200 - 220 cm 
240 - 220 cm 
260 - 240 cm 

40 - 80 cm 
50 - 50 cm 
50 - 75 cm 
60 - 70 cm 
65 - 65 cm 
70 - 90 cm 
80 - 80 cm 

140 - 220 + (1) 60 - 70 cm 
240 - 220 + (2) 60 - 70 cm  

Solden is a super soft duvet cover 
made of 100% combed cotton flannel, 
the matching pillowcases are finished 
with a robust stitch on one side. 
Solden is a lovely duvet cover and 
available in 4 colors with or without a 
check motif.

Solden 

Trend collection:



Maxime 

Valencia

Bilbao cotton percale 
material 

90 - 200 cm (white, natural, taupe, marble, mud)

160- 200 cm (taupe, white)

180 - 200 cm (marble, mud, natural, 

powder, taupe, white)

powder

mudwhite

taupe

marble

100% washed linen 168 gsm
material 

size
90 - 200 cm 
160 - 200 cm
180 - 200 cm 
200 - 200 cm

size

white sand

90 - 200 cm (white, off white)
90 - 140 - 160 cm (white, offwhite)
140 - 200 cm (white, off white)
160 - 200 cm (white, off white)
180 - 200 cm (white, off white, marble)

marblewhite off white100% cotton satin 210 tc
material 

size

Fitted sheets 

24 - Bed Fitted sheets

natural

Our fitted sheets are suitable for 
matresses up to 35 cm. 



taupe

ocean green light blue 

Flat sheets 

Maxime 

Remy

Como 100% cotton satin 300 tc
material 

285 - 300 cm

white marble

100% washed linen 168 gsm
material 

size
285 - 300 cm

size

white sand

270 - 290 cm 
marble

mud

white powder mud100% washed linen 192 gsm
material 

size

off white

Flat sheets Bed - 25



beige dark brown off white

26 - Living Aberdeen

140 - 240 cm 80% acrylic, 10% wool, 5% viscose, 
5% alpaca

Our blanket Aberdeen is a knitted 
blanket in three beautiful colors. You 
can use it on the bed, because of its big 
size, but certainly also as a nice soft 
blanket on the couch.

The wide edge on the blanket has a 
nice knitted finish. These colors are 
matching in any interior.

Size blanket Material 

Aberdeen 

Trend collection:



off white sanddark grey 

Amy Living - 27

This bedspread matches 
the colors of the Maxime 
bed linen series. 

240 - 260 cm top layer: 100% washed linen 
168 gsm 
bottom layer: cotton satin 300 tc 
fiber filling 115 gr

A fantastic combination: a top layer 
of washed linen and a bottom layer 
of cotton satin. The linen top layer 
guarantees a greater sense of luxury 
in your bedroom. 

The bedspread can also be used as a 
summer duvet, in combination with a 
linen sheet. 

Size bed spread Material 

Amy 

Home collection:



Home collection:

beige dark 
brown

28 - Living Bergen

Blanket Bergen is available in two 
colors, beige and dark brown. 

Together with the Bergen decorative 
pillow, it makes a perfect match for 
your bed or sofa.

The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

45 - 45 cm suitable for a 
50 - 50 cm pillow

130 - 180 cm  80% acrylic, 10% wool, 5% 
viscose, 5% alpaca

Size blanket

Size cushion cover

Material 

Bergen



marble

Birmingham Living - 29

This woolen cushion cover is 
hand-knitted, using robust, durable 
stitching. 

A real eye-catcher for your living room 
or bedroom. 

40 - 60 cm 80% wool 
20% polyamide 

The decorative cushion 
cover does not come with 
an inner cushion. 

Size cushion cover Material 

Trend collection:

Birmingham



natural

30 - Living Cleo 

With the Cleo blanket and matching 
decorative cushion cover, you opt for a 
unique natural look. 

Both are made of 100% linen and are 
available in the traditional natural 
linen color.

The cushion cover has a ‘hidden 
zipper’, for an extra luxurious look. 
The blanket can be used as fabric for a 
curtain. 

The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

100% washed linen 265 gsm130 - 260 cm 
130 - 300 cm 
240 - 280 cm 

60 - 60 cm 

Size cushion cover

Material 

Cleo 

Trend collection:

Size blanket



Natural

140 - 260 cm
240 - 260 cm 

55% cotton-45% lyocel
Size blanket Material 

Trend collection:

Corfu

Corfu Living - 31

Our cotton lyocell towel combines. 
The softness of  cotton with the 
exo-friendly benefits of lyocell.  

It offers exceptional absorbency 
and durability, ensuring long-lasting 
comfort. This towel in a beautiful 
earth color is perfect for any 
bathroom.



marble beige dark grey grey

brown
only cushions

Devon Living - 3332 - Devon Living 

50 - 50 cm

130 - 240 cm  80% wool 20% polymide

The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

The chunky-knit Devon blanket and 
cushion cover are made of premium 
quality wool with polyamide. This 
woolmix is the most beautiful blanket 
and cushion quality we have.

Stylishly rugged eye-catchers for your 
bedroom or living room. Devon is 
available in a few fabulous colors.

Size cushion cover

Size blanket Material 

Devon 

Home collection:



beige 
brown

grey 
dark grey

Edinburgh Living - 33

Blanket Edinburgh is wonderfully soft, 
a beautiful knitted blanket of a lovely 
wool blend, available in two colors. 
You can use the blanket on two sides.

Edinburgh is a hand-knitted 
decorative blanket with matching 
pillows. 

The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

50 - 50 cm 

130 - 170 cm 80% wool, 20% polyamide
Size blanket 

Size cushion cover

Material 

Home collection:

Edinburgh



powder beige marble white 

Elba Living - 3534 - Living Elba

The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

100% cotton50 - 50 cm

Decorative cushion Elba is a lovely 
cushion for the couch or as a 
decorative cushion for the bed. Elba is 
a beautiful eye-catcher of high quality 
as you can see.
 
Elba decorative cushion is made of 
100% cotton and hand-knitted in a 
bold stitch. 

Size cushion cover Material 

Home collection:

Elba 



mud off white

100% cotton130 - 170 cm

Blanket Faro is made of 100% cotton. 
You can choose from three different 
beautiful colors: sand, off white and 
mud. This beautiful knitted blanket is 
a perfect match for your bed or sofa. 
The colors are compatible with many 
natural materials.

Material Size blanket

Faro 

Trend collection:

Faro Living - 35



off white 

dark grey 

natural

ocean greenoff black old pink 

beige 
only cushions

Fay Living - 3736 - Living Fay

The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

50 - 50 cm

135 - 260 cm 100% washed linen 320 gsm 

The Fay blanket and decorative 
cushion cover are beautiful in any 
room. The coarse washed linen gives 
your interior a natural nuance. 

The colors match perfectly with all 
the ton-sur-ton colors of the Maxime 
bedlinen series. So just mix and match 
these 100% linen blankets.

Size cushion cover

Size blanket Material 

Fay

Home collection:

Trend collection:



beige 
stitching 
brown

grey 
stitching 
dark grey

marble 
stitching 
dark grey  

Glasgow, how beautiful you are! The 
Glasgow blankets and pillows are the 
gems of our collection. 

They are available in two sizes and 
three colors, and have a very pretty 
pretty decorative stitch border finish.

A woolmix blanket and cushion.

The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

50 - 50 cm 

130 - 170 cm
140 - 240 cm  

80% wool 20% polyamide
Size blanket 

Size cushion cover

Material 

Home collection:

Glasgow 

Glasgow Living - 37



 natural 
stitching 
off white

 natural 
stitching 

dark brown

natural 
band 

natural 

natural 
stitching 

taupe 

natural 
band 
taupe 

Helsinki Living - 3938 - Living Helsinki

Blanket and cushions Helsinki are 
softer than soft and especially 
beautifully finished with an 
embroidered border or linen band. 

Helsinki blanket and cushions are a 
perfect match on your bed.

Helsinki is made of linen and cotton. 

The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

60 - 60 cm 

140 - 260 cm
140 - 200 cm
(only available with stitching)

77% linen 23% cotton
Size blanket

Size cushion cover

Material 

Trend collection:

Helsinki 



beige natural off white

linen 380 gsm140 -260 cm 

The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

The Josephine blankets with matching 
large cushions are natural beauties for 
your home. They are made of 100% 
linen of a thicker quality. 

Josephine is available in three 
beautiful colors and can therefore 
really be combined with our entire 
collection. The blankets and cushions 
have a casual fringes edge. for that 
lovely bohemian feel.

Size cushion cover

50 - 90 cm

Size blanket Material 

Josephine 

Home collection:

Josephine Living - 39



off white 
natural 

natural 
off white 

Kate Living - 4140 - Living Kate

The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

135 - 260 cm 
230 - 260 cm 

linen 355 gsm

50 - 90 cm

Kate blanket and cushion are a pair 
of stunners, made from gorgeous 
thick linen and available in two color 
varieties: off white with natural 
stripes or natural with off white 
stripes. 

The stripes are different on both sides 
of the blanket. The Kate cushions 
match perfectly.

Size blanket Material 

Size cushion cover

Home collection:

Kate



marble white Taupe

The waffle structure of the Kos 
blanket and decorative cushion cover 
adds a vintage look and feel to your 
interior. 

Our Kos blanket is a blanket that is 
easy to grab when sitting on the sofa. 
Made of 100% cotton and this is a very 
nice blanket to mix and match with the 
Kos cushions.

The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

50 - 50 cm 

100% jacquard cotton 140 - 260 cm

Size cushion cover

Size blanket Material 

Home collection:

Kos

Kos Living - 41



marble white greige 

Leros Living - 43

140 - 260 cm 
 

50% linen
50% combed cotton 

The Leros blanket brings comfort and 
style into your home! This blanket 
with waffle structure is made of a 50% 
linen and 50% cotton mix. 

The sturdy, wide hem is characteristic 
of the luxurious finish of this beautiful 
blanket. A true timeless all-rounder!  

42 - Living Leros

Size blanket Material 

Leros 

Trend collection:



off white

The Lola is our new favorite! 
Cushions and a plaid made of 
cotton and hemp with beautiful 
fringes brings a behemian vibe to 
any space. 

Its natural materials offer a soft, 
durable texture, perfect for adding 
style and comfort to your home.  
Ideal for draping over a sofa or bed.

Size blanket Material 

Lola

Trend collection:

40 - 60 cm
50 - 70 cm

Size cushion cover 

140 - 260 cm
140 - 300 cm

50% cotton, 50% hemp 

The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

Lola Living - 43



natural 
beige 

natural 
grey

natural 
powder 

Lon blanket and cushion cover are 
made of a mix of 50% linen and 50% 
cotton, which makes it wonderfully 
soft to the touch. 

Both have two contrasting stripes and 
the blanket has fringes at two ends, 
creating a bold bohemian look in your 
bed- or living room. 

127 - 260 cm 50% combed linen
50% combed cotton 

The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

60 - 60 cm 
Size cushion cover

Size blanket Material 

Lon 

Trend collection:

44 Living Lon



cloudy 
grey

dark 
grey

marble mud

natural oak powder off white sand 

taupe white 

dark 
brown

cognacclay dark blue 

Our bestseller Malaga is the perfect 
addition to any living room or bedroom. 
Malaga is made of 100% washed linen 
and has a slightly frayed trim for a 
playful accent. 
Available in all linen duvet cover colors 
and therefore easy to mix and match. 

Malaga Living - 45

Malaga

Home collection:

The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

40 - 60 cm 100% linen 168 gsm 
Size cushion cover Material 



dark grey grey

moss marble

beige

The Manchester blanket is a very 
chunky hand-knitted blanket that has 
an insanely cool look. 
Manchester is only available as 
preorder. 
The woolen Manchester decorative 
cushion cover is hand-knitted in a bold 
stitch. 
A stylish, bold eye-catcher for your 
bedroom or living room. 

46 - Living Manchester

Home collection:

Manchester 

130 - 170 cm 
(in beige, dark grey, 
marble)

Size blanket 

40 - 60 cm
The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

80% wool  20% polyamide

Size cushion cover 

Material 



off white 
grey 

off white  
beige

Blanket Milano is a lovely plaid for 
your bed or on the couch. Incredibly 
soft and especially beautiful thanks to 
the different use of color. 

Different on both sides, so it can be 
easiliy turned over when desired!
Blanket Milano comes in two color 
varieties. Its size makes it a lovely 
plaid to snuggle up with. 

Milano Living - 47

Milano 

Trend collection

Size blanket Material 

130 - 180 cm 70% wool 
20% polyamide 
10% other fabric 

Milano Living - 47



cloudy grey marble mud powder

white naturaltaupe 

oakclay

48 - Living Nice

A fantastic combination: the top layer 
is made of 100% washed linen and the 
bottom layer of percale cotton. 

The bold stitching on the top layer 
ensures a timeless look and a perfect 
bed spread for on your bed. What is 
your favorite color?

Home collection:

Nice 

Trend collection:

Size bed spread Material 

135 - 250 cm
240 - 250 cm

top layer: 100% washed linen 
192 gsm 
Bottom layer: 100% cotton 
200 tc with thin fiber filling



natural beige 

The Nina blanket and decorative 
cushion cover is a must have for 
lovers of pure linen. Nina is made of 
extremely high quality linen, which 
makes it feel wonderfully soft. 

The plaid and cushion cover are 
available in the natural linen color and 
have a blanket stitch finish. 

Home collection:

Nina 

50 - 50 cm
The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

100% linen 380 gsm 140 - 270 cm 
Size blanket Material 

Size cushion cover

Nina Living - 49



dark powderblue grey marble  sand

white 

50 - Living Patara

Patara is a versatile friend that suits 
every room. Woven from pure cotton 
and with a slightly frayed trim, this 
blanket adds an exclusive note to your 
home, yet feels soft and comfortable 
too. 

The fabric is rather dense and 
therefore suitable for both the bed 
and couch. 

Home collection:

Patara

40 - 60 cm
The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

100% cotton140 - 260 cm 

Size cushion cover

Size blanket Material 



beige marble  whitepowder

Ponza Living - 51Ponza Living - 51

This thick blanket with matching 
cushion cover looks fantastic in any 
interior! A true all-rounder, that fits in 
every bedroom or living room. 

Made of coarsely woven cotton in a 
bold stitch, Ponza is a true friend for 
all. 

Home collection:

Ponza

50 - 50 cm
The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

130 - 240 cm 100% cotton 

Size cushion cover

Size blanket Material 



blue white taupe white

This blanket is known for its good 
price/quality value. 

You can recognize the Portofino 
blanket by its characteristic waffle 
structure with fringes. 

Super comfy and a real eye-catcher for 
both your bedroom and living room!

Trend collection:

Portofino

130 - 260 cm 100% cotton 
Size blanket Material 

52 - Living Portofino



beige light beige light grey

Blanket Prato is made of 100% wool 
and is so incredibly soft, you can 
hardly imagine!

Prato comes in three equally soft and 
contemporary colors. 

Prato Living - 53

Trend collection:

Prato 

Size blanket Material 

100% wool130 - 200 cm 



off white natural dark powder 

blue grey navy

54 - Living Puglia

100% cotton 130 - 180 cm (only natural)
130 - 260 cm 
240 - 260 cm 
(in natural, off white, navy)

The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

This blanket is known for its good 
price/quality value. 

You can recognize the Puglia blanket 
by its characteristic waffle structure 
with fringes. 

Super comfy and a real eye-catcher for 
both your bedroom and living room!

Size blanket Material 

Home collection:

Puglia 

Size cushion cover
50 - 50 cm

Trend collection:



taupe marble 

January 
2025

January 
2025

Rhodos Living - 55

This quilted plaid and cushion, made 
from 100 % cotton, offers exceptional 
softness and breathability. 

Perfect for draping over a sofa or bed, 
it also serves as lightweight summer 
duvet. It adds both comfort and style 
to any bedroom.

140 - 260 cm

50 - 70 cm

100% cotton

The decorative cushion
does not come with an
inner cushion.

Size blanket Material 

Size cushion cover

Trend collection:

Rhodos



beige marble 

Sardinie is a coarsely woven blanket 
and decorative cushion cover made of 
100% cotton. 

The stitching on the sides and the 
tassels at the corners give the plaid 
and cushion cover a bohemian twist. 

Available in:

Sardinie

56 - Living Sardinie

100 - 260 cm 100% cotton

50 - 50 cm
The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 

Size blanket Material 

Size cushion cover



natural dark grey

Simone Living - 55Simone Living - 57

natural  
53% cotton 
46% linen 
1% gold lurex

dark grey 
53% cotton 
46% linen 
1% silver lurex

140 - 260 cm

The Simone blanket has a distinctive 
look due to its waffle structure in 
combination with a little glitter. It’s 
made of linen with a lurex thread 
woven in. 

The lurex thread adds an extra sparkle 
to your bed- or living room. 

Size blanket Material 

Available in:

Simone 



beige natural 
off white natural off white 

Tessa is awesome! These extremely 
pretty blankets are nice and big and 
available in two sizes. Cool for your 
whole bed or at the foot. Of course, 
this lovely soft blanket with its cool 
structure can also be your bestie on 
the sofa. 
Blanket Tessa also comes in four 
colors, including one with stripes. 
Which one will you choose?

Home collection:

Tessa

275 - 280 cm
(not in natural - off white)
135 - 280 cm

55% linen 
45% cotton 375 gsm

50 - 90 cm
(not in natural - off white)

Size blanket Material 

Size cushion cover

58 - Living Tessa

The decorative cushion 
cover does not come 
with an inner cushion. 



Plaid Verbier,  made from 80 % acrylic, 
10 %  wool, 5 % viscose and 5 % alpaca 
provides the perfect combination of 
warmth, softness and durability. 

Ideal for draping over a sofa or.  Bed, 
it adds a touch of comfort and style 
to any room. It’s the perfect home 
accessory!

verbier Living - 59

Size blanket Material 

Trend collection:

Verbier

beige offwhite

130 - 170 cm
140 -260 cm

80% acrylic, 10% wool, 5 % viscose,
5% alpaca



60 - York Living 

Home collection:

York

dark grey

beige marble

This wool York blanket is a beauty! 
York is the sister of our Devon blanket 
but has a different edge finish. 
The knitting pattern is clearly visible 
and gives it a cool look. 
 
Available in four colors, which one 
suits you?

brown

Trend collection:

Size blanket Material 

130 - 170 cm 80% wool, 20% polyamide



Home collection:

Felice Table

white 
dark grey 

white 
sand 

Give your dining table a look of luxury 
with the linen Felice tablecloth, made 
of 100% washed linen. 

Felice is finished with a bold 
decorative border of feston stitching. 
The matching napkins also feature this 
stitch on all four sides. 

Felice Table Living - 61

Size tablecloth Material 

Size napkin

150 - 290 cm
150 - 350 cm

100% washed linen 
168 gsm 

40 - 40 cm (2)



Home collecction:

Maxime Table

The tablecloth from the popular 
Maxime series is made of 100% 
washed linen. 

The tablecloth can be combined with 
napkins of the same color or you can 
mix and match. 

dark grey light grey lilac 

sand white 

ocean green

Maxime Table Living - 71

Trend collection:

62 - Living Felice Table

Size tablecloth Material 

100% washed linen 
168 gsm

180 - 290 cm

Size napkin

40 - 40 cm (2)



Home collection:

Antibes 

dark grey  sand 

Hand towel Antibes is made of 100% 
ultra-soft cotton and has a trim of 
washed linen with cotton. 

Antibes adds a touch of luxury to your 
bathroom. 

white 

 Antibes Bath - 63 

Size hand towel Material 

16 - 21 cm (washcloth)
30 - 50 cm 
50 - 100 cm
70 - 140 cm 

100% cotton terry 
550 gsm 
100% washed linen    
border



Home collection:

Bo

The Bo hand towel is made of 100% 
washed linen. It’s comfy and soft, 
highly absorbent and has a natural 
feel. 

Bo is perfect for lovers of pure linen, 
in your bathroom or on the beach. 

dark grey natural white 

Size towel Material 

100% washed linen 
280 gsm

34 - 50 cm (per 2)
46 - 100 cm 
70 - 140 cm 
100 - 200 cm

Bo Bath - 7364 - Bath Bo



Home collection:

Size hand towel Material 

Carine 

dark grey  sand 

30 - 50 cm 
50 - 100 cm 
70 - 140 cm  

100% cotton terry 
 550 gsm 

Towel Carine brings luxury to your 
bathroom. It is made of 100% cotton 
and is incredibly soft. 

The crocheted trim and fringes gives 
the towel an exclusive bohemian look. 

white 

carine Bath - 65 



Trend collection:

Size hand towel Material 

Corfu

55%  cotton-45% lyocel100 - 200 cm 
70 - 140 cm
30 -50 cm
50 - 100 cm

Our cotton lyocell towel combines. 
The softness of  cotton with the 
exo-friendly benefits of lyocell.  

It offers exceptional absorbency 
and durability, ensuring long-lasting 
comfort. This towel in a beautiful earth 
color is perfect for any bathroom.

Natural

Crete Bath - 7566 - Bath Corfu



Home collection:

Size bath mat Material 

Crete

100% cotton jacquard 
vintage washing with 
anti-slip bottom 
(except in white)

50 - 80 cm 

The Crete bath mat is made of 100% 
jacquard cotton and has a vintage look. 
Comfortable and luxurious all in one. 

The bath mat has an anti-slip bottom 
layer, except for the color white. 

off black sand white 

Crete Bath - 67



Home collection:

Size hand towel Material 

Grimaud

100% cotton30 - 50 cm 
50 - 100 cm
70 - 140 cm

Our cotton muslin towel, made from 
100 % high quality cotton offers 
superior absorbency and feels soft on 
the skin. 

Available in different colors and 
sizes, it perfectly complements any 
bathroom style.

sand  offwhite 

68 - Bath Grimaud



Trend collection:

Size towel Material 

Marseille 

dark grey  sand 

50 - 100 cm 
70 - 140 cm 

100% cotton 
400 gsm 

Towel Marseille is a true luxury item 
in your bathroom. Available in three 
beautiful colors and two sizes, this 
wonderfully soft towel will transform 
your bathroom into a spa. 
The hand towel is super nicely finished 
with a beautiful border. 

The perfect towels for your bathroom!

white 

Marseille Bath - 69



Home collection:

Size bath mat Material 

Patara

100% cotton
 anti-slip bottom 

50 - 80 cm 
70 - 120 cm 

The Patara bath mat looks very 
attractive in any bathroom. Patara is 
made of 100% cotton and has a slightly 
frayed trim for a playful accent. 

The bath mat has an anti-slip bottom 
layer, except for the color white. The 
Patara bath mat matches all our hand 
towels.

dark grey sand white 

Patara Bath - 7770 - Bath Patara



Trend collection:

Size Material 

Toulouse

50% linen, 50% cotton 100 - 200 cm 

Hamam towel Toulouse is guaranteed 
to be your best friend this summer! 
A lovely large Hamam towel that can 
be used as a beach towel or picnic 
blanket.
Everything is possible, you can even 
use it as a comfy wrapping towel!

Besides being beautiful to look at, the 
50% linen quality makes our hamam 
towel highly absorbent. 

sand 
off white

off white 
sand 

Toulouse Bath - 71



An exclusive touch to 
your bedroom,

 from Homelinen Labels.



Chateau Engalin
Wedding Venue with Chapel

South West France

Chateau Engalin Hotel - 73



Coclea
Prague Czech Republic

Architectural studio SMLXL
            

72 -Coclea Hotel 72 - Coclea Hotel 74 - Coclea Hotel 

Mas de l'ange
du vaccares



Mas de l'ange
du vaccares

Arles France

Mas de l'ange du vaccares Hotel - 75



Tenuta Negroamaro
Puglia Italy

Villa Anolis

76 - Tenuta Negroamaro Hotel 



Villa Anolis
Saint Barthelemy

Villa Anolis Hotel - 77



Houtstraat 9-11, 
5911 JB Venlo, Netherlands
T: +31 (0)77 - 303 10 90 
E: info@homelinenlabels.com

Showroom:
Houtstraat 9-11,
5911 JB Venlo, Netherlands
open by appointment

www.passionforlinen.com
www.houseinstyle.com
www.homelinenlabels.com


